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The Kettering Town Football Handbook Outline
This document allows us to set some guidelines, thoughts and a philosophy which will allow us
to focus our work but continually challenge each other in order to ensure we get the best
possible results.
The information provided is a ‘guide’ not a definite answer for success (that is determined by
ourselves); however, it is a reference in which we can use it to guide us all. There is a raft of
information given by the football coaching team which has been successfully implemented in
our playing and coaching careers so far. This collaborated with the current FA and FIFA ‘EPPP’
development plan will give you a clear player development pathway.
We as a coaching staff strive to create an environment where you can learn, enjoy and improve
as people and footballers. There is a wealth of experience between us in different ways and we
have come together on many strategies to make sure this takes place. Therefore, it is important
we are respected and our guidelines are followed in order for us to succeed.
Looking at some of the footballing philosophies in the last few decades, Manchester United,
Barcelona and Arsenal for example, you have to consider what has made them a role model for
other teams and coaches? The answer I believe is in the link between the philosophies followed
at the football club and the people they employ. Sir Alex Ferguson and Arsene Wenger have
developed their club with very good people behind them whilst Barcelona has created the
‘Tikka Takka’ football in which a modern day footballer aspires to play.
In order for you all to grow and develop within the philosophy it is really important that you all
understand the dynamic of the staff group that you are working with. Using our experiences in
sport, football and life we will challenge you to create the best possible environment for you
to perform and fulfil your potential on the pitch. The staff will ask you as a group (as with family,
friends or work colleagues) to ensure you challenge them on these values wherever
appropriate:
Remember as a group that this is your football club experience so give yourselves every
opportunity to fulfil your potential on the pitch and as a member of the Kettering Town Football
Club.
Regards

J. Thurland

L.Graham

S.Kinniburgh

Jason Thurland

Luke Graham

Steve Kinniburgh

(Academy Director)

(Education Director)
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(Technical Director)

Kettering Town Philosophy
HISTORY
Kettering Town were originally formed in 1872, turning professional in 1891. The club graduated through
twelve different leagues from 1892 until they became founding members of the Alliance Premier League
in 1979. The club maintained its status in the top flight of semi-professional football until the 2000–01
season, finishing runners up in the football conference in 1981, 1989, 1994 and 1998. Last season we
returned back to the Vanarama Conference North after winning the Southern league Central Division in
convincing fashion.
The FA cup first round has been reached on 41 occasions and currently the ‘poppies’ have scored a
record amount of goals in the competition to date (2020). The club has also reached the FA Trophy final
at Wembley Stadium on two occasions, finishing runners up in 1979 and 2000 respectively. County
competitions have been won regularly by Kettering Town, with the Northants Senior Cup won on 29
occasions and the Maunsell Cup 13 times.
VALUES
We are Kettering Town and together we strive to be the most organised, resilient and hardworking team
we possibly can be. We will wear the Kettering Town shirt with pride and respect anyone we come into
contact with. By respecting the core coaching values and each other, striving to be the best academically
and improve as a footballer, we will ultimately become better people.

Coach Values “What we believe in”
Excellence
We will set standards to be proud of, not accepting other’s standards in behaviour and attitude.
“If you train badly, you play badly. If you work like a beast in training, you play the same way. And
these guys, they train like beasts.” Pep Guardiola

Hard Work
A willingness to get better and improve, never cheating ourselves or our team mates.
“If you think you are perfect already, then you never will.” Cristiano Ronaldo

Honesty
We will take responsibility for our success and our failure, conducting ourselves openly and honestly.
“It’s too easy to blame other people in football.” Steven Gerrard

Positive Attitude
We will seize every opportunity to the positives in other people, which will make it a more positive
environment to work in. “The negative side of football. The negative side of our society. People
sometimes go to football and bring to it the negative aspects of our society.” Jose Mourinho

Respect
We will respect the shirt, the fans and Kettering Town Football Club, each other and anyone we come
into contact with. “I’m lucky to be part of a team who make me look good, and they deserve as much
credit for my success as I do for the hard work, we have all put in on the training ground.” Lionel Messi
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PROGRESSION THROUGH THE ACADEMY
For all players to develop to their full potential it is
important that they compete at the appropriate
level and consistently face opposition of a similar
standard. For many players this currently does not
happen. Players that excel in their own age group
should have the opportunity to progress to a more
demanding level at a higher age group. As a result,
the players will play at the level that challenges
them at different times throughout the entire
season.
These players can be chosen based on their stats on
the Future Lions app and also from managers
recommendation. This is made possible by good
communication between the coaches of each
different age groups and it is essential that as a club
we do not prevent players from progressing just to
get good results for the younger age group or for
the Academy or Development team.
The role of the coach is to develop players into
better people and footballers rather than the sole
focus as being results. Therefore players may see
transitional movements between the ‘Academy’
squad and the ‘Development‘ squad and up one age
group. The pathway is the reach full time football
with education at the post 16 years of age stage.
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Kettering Town F.C. Youth Player Agreement
Player’s Code of Conduct

I will:
•
•

Display and promote high standards of behaviour
•

•

Always respect the match officials' decisions

•

Never engage in offensive, insulting or abusive language or behaviour

•

Speak to my team-mates and coach/manager with respect at all times

Greet / Shake hands with all coaching staff on arrival & departure from matches
•

Arrive on time and fully prepared with kit for all surfaces
•
•

•

Clean boots for all training and matches

Make sure the changing rooms are clean after use

Be responsible for all equipment used for training and matches
•
•

•

Adhere to the Laws of the game

Take pride in representing Kettering Town

Play and operate to the Clubs & Coaches philosophy’s

Take responsibility for my learning and all things concerned with my preparations for matches
and training
•
•

Attend all home matches regardless of not being selected in the squad or injured

Attend all training & matches. Absences must be notified in advance to team management
with a minimum of one weeks’ notice
•

Wear appropriate club attire provided for all training and matches

SIGNED BY:

______________________________________________

PRINT NAME:

______________________________________________

DATE:

______________________________________________
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Kettering Town F.C. Youth Parents Agreement
Code of Conduct for Parents / Spectators
Parents / Spectators have a great influence on children’s enjoyment and success in football. All
children play football because they first and foremost love the game – it’s fun. It is important
to remember that however good a child becomes at football within your club it is important to
reinforce the message to parents / spectators that positive encouragement will contribute to:

•
•
•
•

Children enjoying football.
A sense of personal achievement.
Self-esteem.
Improving the child’s skills and techniques.
A parent’s / spectator’s expectations and attitudes have a significant bearing on a child’s
attitude towards:

•
•
•
•

Other players.
Officials.
Managers.
Spectators.
Ensure that parents / spectators within your club are always positive and encouraging towards
all of the children not just their own.
Encourage parents / spectators to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Applaud the opposition as well as your own team.
Avoid coaching the child during the game.
Not to shout and scream.
Respect the referee’s decision.
Give attention to each of the children involved in football not just the most talented.
Give encouragement to everyone to participate in football.
Ensure that parents / spectators within your club agree and adhere to your club’s Code of
Conduct and Child Protection Policy.

SIGNED BY:

_______________________________________________

PRINT NAME:

______________________________________________

DATE:

______________________________________________
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NUTRITIONAL GUIDANCE
(please adjust according to age of player)
As you may well be aware, nutrition forms a fundamental part of athletic performance and has
scientifically proven to hold direct impact over optimisation and deterioration of said performance. This,
of course, means that athletes hoping to achieve the highest levels of their game need to consider,
calculate and carefully select their meals, this goes for everyday life from breakfast to snacks and supper,
however, what you eat in and around a match day has a huge impact on performance, again scientifically
backed. Athletes all carry varying nutritional requirements, depending on a variety of personal
anthropometrical measurements, now whilst this won’t provide in-depth personalised nutritional
guidance, it will provide a generalised overview of meal ideas to help assist athletes on the day of their
game.

THE NIGHT BEFORE
Fail to prepare, prepare to fail, the good old saying is still as true today as it was a hundred years ago.
We all know the preparation for a game begins a long way before the night before, but for the purpose
of this article and in the interest of being concise, this is where we will begin.
Carbohydrates! Carbs carbs carbs! These fuel our body, however, if not utilised within a certain time
frame WILL metabolise into lipids (FAT), not something’s that is wanted in abundance for an elite football
player, young or mature. The night before a game, pasta is a good idea, however, try to stick to
wholegrain pasta. Protein is also important, have some meat, chicken, mince or if vegetarian a preferred
alternative with an adequate source of protein. As for flavour try to stick with making your own sauces,
a simple tin of tomatoes, some garlic and basil goes along way and cuts out unnecessary sugars and the
abundance of salt often found in of the shelf products.
18:30 – Spaghetti Bolognaise - as a boosting alternative switch the wholegrain pasta to quinoa. Add
some broccoli or diced carrots for a vitamin boost!
19:15 – Mixed nuts and yogurt – if you’re an athlete with a sweat tooth throw in some dried fruits like
pineapple, this will add flavour but also add sugars so don’t over-do it.
20:00 – Fruit – banana’s work well, you wouldn’t argue with a Gorilla.
21:00 – Casein Protein shake – if you don’t have this or don’t wish to supplement your diet that is fine,
a glass of milk will provide a little of what you need, so go for that.
BED! As soon as your shake/drink is gone hit the bed, get some good quality sleep, try reading before
bed to send you off into good quality sleep. Try to stay away from your phones or TV directly before
bed, the constant light and changing images have shown to impact the quality of sleep that you will get
and ultimately need to wake up FRESH!

GAME DAY
Breakfast is key here, presuming your kick off is 10:30 am, get up at 7:30 am, go for a light to medium
walk, pop to the shop for a paper/milk/bread/eggs, anything! Get up, get out, get some fresh air into
your system.
Mixed nuts and yogurt – again healthy fats and proteins early will help sustain your level of performance.
Scrambled Eggs, Beans, Whole Grain/Seeded bread – proteins again with a good helping of carbs – prone
to cramping… add a little salt to the eggs.
A small to regular bowl of porridge with a helping of honey – honey will not only sweeten the porridge
but will help if there’s any issues with congestion and cold like symptoms.
Drink water but not too much! If your partial to caffeine stay away from energy drinks, have a coffee,
again with sugar.
At the ground! Okay so you’ve had a good breakfast and more than likely left the kitchen in a right state,
but it doesn’t matter right now. Have an oatcake in your back or peanut and jam sandwich but don’t
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over eat, these are for if your appetite tells you that you are hungry. Don’t over hydrate and STAY AWAY
from carbonated drinks like Coke, Fanta and yes the litre bottle of the dreaded Lucozade.

HALF TIME
Now, if you wish get that expensive luminous bottle of sugar and salt water from your bag and consume,
in small sips to rehydrate. It is possible to make your own half time drink that is calculated to your
requirements as an athlete but that’s a whole other article. You can utilise your half time routine
depending on your personal preference and stance on supplementation and ergogenic aids such as
caffeine.
Supplements:
CREATINE – used by elite level athletes across the world across almost every competitive sport.
PROTEIN – again used the world over by nearly every professional athlete, including youth academies.
BCAA’s – branch chain amino acids – the building blocks.
Caffeine – good old caffeine, not to be used in excess but if utilised in an effective manor has shown to
considerably boost performance.
(please adjust according to age of player)
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TECHNOLOGY & COACHING DEVELOPMENT
All players are to register with the Future Lions Management and Coaching system at:
player.thefuturelions.com/ktfc. To view the system download the app: FUTURE LIONS
You can then view: training sessions, player profiles, communication, incidents & guidance,
physical testing and statistics, psychological levels, skill inventory, match details and analysis
and much more information to help you develop as a player.
Players will then receive an academy card with their reference number on which allows them
access into the ground on first team matches.

GPS TECHNOLOGY
One team each week is selected to wear the vests under their shirts to record the following
data analysis:
Covered zones on the field (heat Map)
Customizable report
Distance run
Time spent on the field
Ratio time/distance
Speed Statistics
Accelerations and sprints
HRM integrations

TOCA MACHINE
We have a TOCA machine that
can be used as an aid to training
using a range of ball speed and
trajectories. This repetition
method will help improve the
players performance.
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VEO VIDEO ANALYSIS
One team each week is selected to
have the match recorded to view by
the players, parents and coaches to
give feedback on how to improve
performance.

FITNESS TRAINING
Fitness training programmes are carried out and testing
recorded on the Future Lions app.

CLUB SHOP

Training kits and match day tracksuits and pole
shirts can be purchased from our online club
shop.
Match day kits are given out at the start of the
season and are included as part of the registration
fee.
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FOOTBALL IN THE COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
SOCCER CAMPS
We provide soccer camps during the school holidays throughout the year. During the summer
camp we partner with premiership club Everton FC. All held at Latimer Park.

MATCH DAY MASCOT EXPERIENCE

For the younger age groups, teams are involved with
the first team match day experience acting as mascot,
flag bearers, meeting the first team players, penalty
shoot out at half time on the pitch and much more.

COMMUNITY AND PRIMARY SCHOOLS TOURNAMENTS
At the club we provide youth
football tournaments for
Community teams and Primary
schools tournaments in
partnership with the National
League Trust.
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SYSTEMS OF PLAY
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SET PIECES
Defending & Attacking Set Plays

• Numbers and letters are a guide;
• Understand the whole set play, not just one role;
• Always consider recovery runs (transition);
• Make sure you understand the marking of space (zonal) and man
marking;
• Delivery area of the ball can be worked on in training;
• You must be willing to consider changes during games (weather,
opposition and game management);
• This book can be used as a reference for games if needed.
ATTACKING CORNERS 1
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ATTACKING CORNERS 2

ATTACKING CORNERS 3
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ATTACKING CORNERS 4

ATTACKING CORNERS 5
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DEFENDING CORNERS 1 – MAN TO MAN

DEFENDING CORNERS 2 - ZONAL

DEFENDING CORNERS 2 – ZONAL
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ATTACKING FREE KICKS 1 – CENTRAL KICK

ATTACKING FREE KICKS 2 – WIDE KICK
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ATTACKING FREE KICKS 3 – WIDE KICK

CENTRAL DEEP FREE KICKS
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DEFENDING WALL 1 - PRINCIPLES

DEFENDING WALL 2 – ZONAL FROM WIDE AREAS
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ATTACKING THROWS 1 - GENERAL

ATTACKING THROWS 2 – LONG THROW
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DEFENDING THROW INS
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